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Not even the gods noticed when Chariss was
born with the mark of The Protector. Now she
and her wizard guardian seek shelter from a
mad sorcerer in a household not just full of
secrets and false hope, but watched by the
god who will unwittingly reveal her role in an
impending war.
When an orphan sets aside a lifetime of running and fear to accept the responsibilities of
guarding an arrogant deity, can she face the
trials in the prophecies she uncovers? Will
Nigel Taiman of her latest refuge dare to use
his dragon heritage to bind her to his estate
or to help her in her duty?
“Choices Meant for Gods is without a doubt the freshest
most engaging high fantasy novel to come out in years and
breathes new life into a tired genre. The characters leap
off the page and the plot is lightning quick and deftly written with many layers that tease the mind and imagination.
Choices Meant for Gods is not a mere novel; it is a gorgeous
piece of written art. I can hardly wait for the second book!”
Jamieson Wolf, Linear Reflections
Author of Hope Falls, Electric Pink,
Electric Blue, and Garden City

Sandy Lender began writing stories as soon as she learned to string words
together on the page. As a child, she entertained the folks in her great
grandmother’s apartment building in Southern Illinois with tales of squeaky
spiders and mice picking berries, and then won contests and awards with
short stories and writing projects as she moved through the elementary
and high school systems all over the St. Louis area.
It was apparent that a career in journalism was her calling, and she found
herself proofreading, editing, and (finally) writing for trade publications after
she graduated from Truman State University in Missouri. Now she serves
in the publishing and public relations fields during the day and writes fiction
at night, keeping house in Southwest Florida where her love of sea turtles
and all things related to the ocean waters keeps her imagination growing.
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